Delayed Muscle Soreness: How to Recover (Without Drugs)

By Jasper Sidhu, BSc, DC

Delayed-onset muscle soreness (DOMS) is a common occurrence. Recovery strategies are designed to reduce pain and recover faster. Let’s explore some of the current research into the most popular and effective recovery strategies, and discuss why you need to balance their use with your overall goals (and after consultation with your doctor, of course).

Massage Therapy

Studies have generally shown massage to be effective for DOMS, reducing pain and in some cases improving function. However, the studies differ in the treatment duration and whether the treatment was performed before, immediately after or 48 hours after DOMS.

One study evaluated massage performed for 10 minutes approximately 30 minutes after eccentric exercise. Massage was shown to reduce DOMS by approximately 30 percent, but had no effect on muscle function. A comprehensive review asserted that massage may reduce DOMS, but questions whether force recovers more quickly.

A recent study, however, found massage did in fact help with function in the form of gait performance. Massage was provided for 15 minutes on the same day DOMS was introduced via isotonic exercises (going up and down stairs). Not only was there a reduction in pain, but also an improvement in gait on the same day DOMS and massage were applied. (It would be have been interesting if the study also had looked at the effects after 48 hours.)

What about applying massage prior to an intense exercise session? Shagufta, et al. (2014) compared vibration to massage therapy in terms of DOMS recovery. Fifteen minutes of massage, applied prior to the performance of an eccentric exercise, was effective in the prevention of DOMS, in addition to restoration of concentric strength (1 RM). However, it had no effect on maximal isometric force.
Massage therapy also was assessed for its impact on relieving muscle soreness 48 hours post-exercise. Andersen L.L., et al. (2013) examined whether massage therapy had any acute effects on muscle soreness, comparing massage to active recovery. Massage was provided to the upper trapezius muscle for 10 minutes. Perceived soreness significantly decreased 20 minutes after treatment. However, the effects diminished within the hour. Findings suggest massage is just as effective as active exercise in reducing muscle soreness.

With respect to massage and DOMS, timing of massage sessions need to be taken into consideration. Massage can be applied before, immediately after and over the next 48 hours. In the studies referenced above, the massage sessions provided also were short in nature. Experimenting with longer massage sessions may impact results differently.

A study by Kargarfard M., et. al. (2015) found body-builders who received a 30-minute massage after an exercise session demonstrated a better recovery rate. Working with athletes in the field can allow you to perform short massage sessions and have a positive effect on DOMS. In the clinical setting, experimenting with 30- to 60-minute massage sessions may provide better results.

**Stretching**

Stretching, static stretching in particular, has been used as a "warm-up" prior to exercise, and as a strategy to prevent DOMS. Does it work? The research overwhelmingly points to the answer being no. A Cochrane Review in 2007 included 10 studies and found no evidence that muscle stretching reduced delayed-onset muscle soreness in young, healthy adults. The study was updated in 2011 with two additional studies and reached the same conclusion.

A study by Torres R., et al. (2013) noted favorable effects on muscle stiffness following repeated bouts of stretching days following exercise. However, there was no change with respect to DOMS. If the goal is to recover faster from DOMS, stretching may not be the best strategy to use. In recent years, there has been a shift in focus from static stretching to dynamic exercises in reducing DOMS. Again, timing may be the ultimate factor in its effectiveness.

**Cryotherapy**
Various cryotherapy strategies, such as ice packs, cold-water immersion and recently, whole-body cryotherapy, are quite common practices in rehabilitation and sports performance recovery. Their effects on DOMS are well-known. A recent systematic review by Hohenauer E., et al. (2015) confirmed that cryotherapy reduced DOMS up to 96 hours post-exercise and RPE (ratings of perceived exertion) up to 24 hours compared to passive controls. However, the use of cryotherapy may need to be assessed depending on what the ultimate goal is.

A recent study by Roberts L.A., et al. (2015) looked at the effects of cold-water immersion on long-term adaptations in muscle to strength training. Results showed that cold-water immersion attenuated long-term gains in muscle mass and strength. Although you may get better recovery, you could be sacrificing long-term strength and muscle gains. If this is the case, what other strategies can we utilize to maintain muscle and strength?

**Active Exercises**

Lower-intensity exercises prior to a maximal eccentric contraction may provide benefit against muscle damage. Lin M.J., et al. (2015) evaluated whether low-intensity eccentric contractions (performed with a load of 10 percent of maximal voluntary isometric contraction strength with reps in the 30 to 60 range) could protect against muscle damage. Results showed a 30-66 percent protection against muscle damage induced by maximal eccentric exercises. The protective effect lasted one week.

What about maximal isometric contractions? A study by Lima L.C., et al. (2015) found maximum isometric contractions performed 2-4 days prior to a demanding eccentric exercise provided a protective effect from post-exercise soreness. The authors recommended putting patients through these non-damaging isometric exercises prior to putting patients through unaccustomed exercises.

Chen H.L., et al. (2012) reached similar conclusions, finding two maximum isometric contractions performed two days before eccentric training could be an effective strategy to minimize muscle damage.

**Take-Home Points to Discuss With Your Doctor**

Various recovery strategies can help your athletes recover faster. Massage therapy, cryotherapy, stretching and active exercise all appear to provide some form of relief from DOMS. However, while some may improve DOMS, they also may stunt muscle strength, power or growth. Timing of these strategies is also important. A certain strategy may work best after an exercise session or two days prior. As you can see,
there are no straight answers to what works and what doesn’t.

In some cases, such as when using cryotherapy, new research is showing the benefits of recovery need to be weighed against long-term impact on muscle strength, power and hypertrophy. Applying massage therapy is practical before, during and after a training session, since the 15-minute time frame has been shown to be effective. Static stretching by itself may not be the best use of a patient’s or athlete’s time when other strategies are more effective. Finally, the use of isometrics is an important strategy to prepare you for the stresses of a more intense exercise program.
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